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Hop, hop!There's someone new at Biscuit's house--Nibbles, the class pet, has come for a visit.

Nibbles likes exploring Biscuit's home and wants to play with all of Biscuit's toys. Biscuit isn't sure if

he is ready to share with Nibbles, but soon Biscuit realizes that he likes having a visitor after all!The

youngest of readers will be delighted by the story of Biscuit's new friendship in this appealing,

easy-to-read adventure.
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This book was given as a gift to a child participating in the Summer Reading Program at the Nocona

Public Library, Nocona, Texas. The little girl receiving it was so happy she didn't want to put it down.

~ borrowed from LibraryBISCUIT MEETS THE CLASS PET is a sweet little book at the late

Kindergarten Reading Level.The story is about how Biscuit meets Nibbles. A good portion of the

story is told through the art because of the limited vocabulary that is used. Biscuit, as it turns out, is

a bit jealous of bunny. The story ends after Nibbles gets away for a little while but is found.BISCUIT

MEETS THE CLASS PET has soft pastel artwork and 133 words. That might sound really

intimidating except for the fact that many of the words are 'Woof' and 'hop'. Here's sample text from

two pages. I tried to choose some of the most complicated text.Nibbles found your boneand your



balland your bed.Woof, woof!And you found Nibbles.Woof!It's not a fabulous story but new readers

will probably like it. Certainly the artwork is appealing.

Lovely story that I use in preschool and early grade school reading groups for low achieving

readers. This story holds the interest of challenged students who have slipped through the cracks of

standard classroom reading. I would like to see this series use more characters with different skin

tones since my students are Hispanic and Haitian origin. But the kids do not seem to mind as they

concentrate on the puppy and his adventures. Even low students can tell me what Biscuit says and

can role play Biscuit.

My 6 yer old grand-daughter is very happy with her new Biscuit books...these will help her with

learning her reading skills and will earn her points in the Summer Reading Program at the Cincinnati

Public Library!

Purchased this for a reading partner and found that the number and type of words are great for new

readers. He really loves it because he likes bunnies so this Biscuit book is great for him.

Discover biscuit with my older kid and now that my little one is in P-K she is in love too, we have

almost all the collection.

My granddaughter loves the Biscuit stories. Every bedtime she can hear a new story, and she never

tires of them.

Cute story, toddlers to Kindergarten love it. Biscuit books are exc and happy stories for small

children
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